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PREFACE 
 
 
 
 

This volume marks the beginning of a new series within the frame of the Serie 
Orientale Roma, and it is dedicated to the study of the ancient civilizations that flour-
ished between Asia Minor and the Armenian Highlands, the latter intended as the 
territories comprised among Eastern Turkey, modern Armenia and North-Western 
Iran. The Studia Hethitica, Hurritica et Urartaica have been thought as a series of 
miscellaneous volumes, without a set periodicity, aimed at the study of different as-
pects of the Hittite, Hurrian and Urartian civilizations. The issues that this series in-
tends to address are related to philology, linguistics, architecture, and material 
culture of the three civilizations, with a marked diachronic approach, and a special 
consideration for the analysis and study of the elements, presumed or substantial, of 
commonality among them. Despite chronological and territorial discrepancies, Hit-
tites, Hurrians and Urartians are connected by a common thread, as is easily per-
ceived by aspects related to the linguistic and iconographic sphere. The intent of the 
series is to dedicate a privileged space to the discussion of these relevant aspects, 
where to host contributions from established scholars, as well as from younger 
scholars, both Italian and international. To guarantee the scientific quality of the 
contributions, a specific scientific committee composed by some of the most relevant 
Italian scholars devoted to the considered civilizations has been set. The present vol-
ume contains twelve contributions. These include the publication of new epigraphic 
studies on Hittite inscriptions, the presentation of two unpublished Urartian cunei-
form texts, researches on linguistics and philology, as well as works related to the 
analysis of ancient toponyms and, more in general, to problems of historical geog-
raphy. There are also contributions relating to specific archaeological areas, and 
iconographic analyses. The work of the three editors is particularly deserving, and 
it is the result of years of collaboration, sharing of scientific paths and diversified 
professional experiences. In essence, this new series of miscellaneous volumes con-
stitutes a new space for the presentation of research relating to the Hittite, Hurrian 
and Urartian civilizations, filling a relevant gap in the current panorama of scientific 
publishing, and ISMEO is glad to host it among its editorial series. 
 

ADRIANO V. ROSSI 
President of ISMEO





 
 
 
 
 
 

FOREWORD 
 

 
 
 

The new series beginning with this volume, entitled Studia Hethitica, Hurritica 
et Urartaica 1 (SHHU 1), was conceived as a place dedicated to a detailed study of 
historical, philological, and archaeological themes, connected directly and indi-
rectly with the Hittite, Hurrian, and Urartian civilizations. This series of miscel-
laneous works will not have a stable periodicity, even if we will try to publish a 
volume every two years. The series is designed to give space both to established 
scholars, as well as to young scholars, both Italian and international. The idea of 
developing this series of publications was born from the discussions and compari-
sons that we had the opportunity to debate during a series of in-depth courses on 
the Urartian civilization, hosted within the Hittitology course at the Sapienza Uni-
versity of Rome. The continuous sharing of views and knowledge regarding the 
three civilizations, objects of the series, and the possibility of finding elements of 
contact and comparison, brought into being the development of the idea that sees 
the light today. The volume collects twelve contributions, ranging from historical 
geography to philology and from material culture to archaeology, with a diachronic 
perspective. This project, undoubtedly ambitious, a first space designed exclusively 
for the study and systematic comparison of the civilizations of Asia Minor and of 
the Armenian Highlands, would not have seen the light if it were not for the support 
of the ISMEO - The International Association for Mediterranean and Oriental 
Studies, and its president, Prof. Adriano Rossi, who allowed the inclusion of this 
and the following books within the prestigious Serie Orientale Roma (SOR), and 
for these reasons we sincerely thank. We also want to thank the scholars who agreed 
to be part of the scientific committee of the series, conferring prestige to this pub-
lication with their presence, their careful review and supervision. At the same time, 
we would like to thank Priscilla Vitolo for the excellent layout of the contributions. 

 
ROBERTO DAN, RITA FRANCIA, MARIE-CLAUDE TRÉMOUILLE 
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FOREIGNERS AND FOREIGN NAMES  
IN ANATOLIAN HIEROGLYPHS 

 
 

FEDERICO GIUSFREDI, VALERIO PISANIELLO1 
 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
The integration of foreign proper names into texts in Anatolian hieroglyphics 

and the Luwian language—the result, in its various historical declinations, of 
linguistic and cultural contacts—manifests itself in different ways in the distinct 
phases and diverse contexts of the 2nd and 1st millennia BCE. 

Second millennium foreign proper names are usually found in glyptics, 
while royal inscriptions in this period are mostly relatively untouched by this 
phenomenon, due to the type of texts for which hieroglyphics were used (royal 
inscriptions, mainly of Hittite kings). In general, it is difficult to give a picture 
of the society or the sociolinguistics underlying the foreign anthroponomastic 
evidence in glyptics; it seems reasonable to conclude that the names seen on 
seals reflect the complex coexistence of different demographic components dur-
ing the central and final centuries of the Hittite capital’s history.2 However, this 
does not imply that the existence of Hurrian or Luwian names should be taken 
to indicate the presence of social and linguistic minorities strictly corresponding 
to their languages of origin, given the centuries-long coexistence of different 
onomastic traditions found in mixed societies of every time and place.3 

1  This paper is a result of the project PALaC, that has received funding from the European 
Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 
programme (grant agreement no. 757299). Federico Giusfredi wrote sections 1, 3-3.1.7, 3.2-
3.2.1, 4-4.2, 4.4-4.6, 5.2, 6 Valerio Pisaniello wrote sections 2-2.35, 3.2.2-3.2.5, 4.3, 4.7-4.10, 
5-5.1. The abbreviations used are those given in the Reallexikon der Assyriologie und Vorder-
asiatischen Archäologie.

2  On the presence of Hurrians in the Hittite capital, see Klengel 1999: 110-111; Yakubovich 
2010: 276-277, with references to previous bibliography.

3  Examples of mixed proper names within single cultures are found in different ages in vari-
ous parts of the ancient Mediterranean. In the Near East there are cases where the phenomenon 
was undoubtedly caused by actual demographic change, e.g. in the recently studied spread of 



The situation appears to have been more complex in the Iron Age, for which 
a greater number of texts of more varied kinds are known. Although the 1st mil-
lennium Luwian culture appears in some ways epigraphically closed, highly 
impermeable to the use of the Neo-Assyrian cuneiform script and open only to 
local Western Semitic epigraphic cultures (for example the bilingual Luwian-
Phoenician texts from Cilicia and the use of Luwian names in Aramaic texts 
from Sam’al), recent studies have shown that this closure was primarily linked 
to the identity significance of the use of the Anatolian hieroglyphic writing sys-
tem for monumental inscriptions. Two aspects in particular should be borne in 
mind, which are in conflict with the image of the Luwian-Syro-Anatolian hiero-
glyphic world as a closed epigraphic system. First, there is an evident opening 
to the Semitic world, not only in the demographically or culturally mixed 
societies of Cilicia and kingdoms such as Sam’al and Bit Adini, but also in the 
“Luwian” centres par excellence such as Karkemiš, where at the beginning of 
the 8th century the regent Yar(i)ris claimed to know the languages of Tayma 
(Aramaic?) and Tyre (Phoenician).4 Furthermore, in the 1st millennium corpus 
the presence of loanwords and foreign terms has also been recognized in the 
common vocabulary, with varying degrees of morphological and phonological 
adaptation (Giusfredi 2012).5 Although there may be debate over the interpre-
tation of individual contact phenomena, it is undeniable that overall there was 
considerable permeability. It is therefore not surprising that a notable quantity 
of non-Luwian onomastic material is found in Iron Age texts; however, to date 
no study has been made of the phenomenon as a whole.6 Names adapted from 
other languages are in any case of great interest, both from a historical perspect-
ive (because in some cases they may indicate the presence of foreigners among 
the populations of certain Syro-Anatolian city-states) and linguistically, since 
they may provide comparisons regarding the adaptation tendencies identified 
for the linguistic loan of common words. Whilst not making any claim to com-
pleteness, in this article we examine a representative sample of anthroponyms 
of foreign origin from the 2nd and 1st millennium BCE corpora. A taxonomy of 
their adaptation strategies is then proposed. Lastly, we make some observations 
regarding the presence of foreigners, with particular reference to the social and 
cultural demography of Iron Age Syrian-Hittite city-states. 

Amorite personal names in the Old Babylonian period (Streck 2000). Other situations, such as 
the survival of Sumerian names, again in Middle Bronze Age Mesopotamia, depend upon cultural 
influence and traditions rather than being linked to speakers’ linguistic identities (Stol 1991: 197-
198, who also reveals the existence of names “translated” from Sumerian into Akkadian).

4  KARKEMIŠ A15b, cf. Hawkins 2000, 131.
5  Additional studies of loanwords and foreign terms have been conducted recently; these in-

clude a suggestion by Yakubovich (2016) that the term ka-mara/i- should be identified with the 
Akkadian gammalu (or gammālu), “camel.” Several loanwords are recognized in the lexicon 
eDiAna (https://www.ediana.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/dictionary.php).

6  Bibliographical references are given below, in the sections dealing with individual names.
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2. FOREIGN ANTHROPONYMS IN THE BRONZE AGE 
 

With regard to the 2nd millennium hieroglyphic corpus, the reliably foreign 
onomastic material mostly comes from the Hurrian language. Given the level 
of linguistic and cultural intermixing that occurred between the Hittite and Hur-
rian worlds in the capital Ḫattuša during the Late Bronze Age, together with 
the well-known occurrence of double personal names—certainly as far as 
members of the royal family were concerned—it should be borne in mind that 
officials who bore Hurrian names documented by hieroglyphic sources were 
not necessarily Hurrian, but rather members of a society that was demograph-
ically and linguistically complex. 
 
2.1 a2-ki-i(a)  
 

Occurring on seal no. 2 in the Herbordt catalogue (2005), the name is a 
Hurrian hypocoristic, corresponding to Agi-Teššub (§2.2) or another theophoric 
name with agi- as its first member (Laroche 1966: 349; de Martino 2010: 134). 
 
2.2 *a-ki-TEŠUB-pa  

(= Agi-Teššub): Hurrian theophoric name attested in ki-TEŠUB-pa-’ 
(ALEPPO 1, 2) and ki-TONITRUS (seal stamp on tablet RS 19.78 = ma-ki-d10 
in Akkadian text) (Laroche 1960: 229, no. 446). The first part of the name is 
the Hurrian verb ag- “to raise” (de Martino, Giorgieri 2008: 29-36); the name 
thus means “Teššub has raised” (cf. also the hypocoristic a2-ki-i(a), §2.1). 
 
2.3 a-sa-mu-ha-pa 
 

(= Ašmu-Ḫepa): Hurrian theophoric name attested on seal no. 11 of the 
Herbordt catalogue (2005). The meaning of the first part of the name, traceable 
to the root ažm-, is not clear (de Martino, Giorgieri 2008: 127). 
 
2.4 a2-na-ni 
 

Hurrian hypocoristic name attested on several seals, also in the form na-
ni3 on a seal from Alacahöyük (Hawkins 2005: 248-249), which probably does 
not constitute genuine apheresis, but was motivated by lack of space (Melchert 
2019: 360, fn. 13). The element anani is found in various theophoric names 
and is explained as the imperative of the root an=an-, ultimately derived from 
an- “delight” (de Martino, Giorgieri 2008: 82-85).  
 
2.5 a-sa-mi-SARMA  

(= Ašmi-Šarruma): Hurrian theophoric name composed of an element de-
rived from the root ažm-, of uncertain meaning, and the theonym Šarruma. The 
name is attested on seal no. 75 in the Herbordt catalogue (2005). 
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2.6 *a-sa-ma-ia 
 

The name appears on the ANKARA Silver Bowl as sa-ma-ia-’ (with the 
so-called initial-a-final) and seems to be a variant of the name aš-mi-ya, attested 
in a contract from Emar (Arnaud 1987: no. 11). It would therefore be a Hurrian 
hypocoristic name based on the root ažm- (cf. §2.5). 

 
2.7 i(a)-hi-li-i(a)  

(= Ehliya): hypocoristic of a theophoric name containing the imperative 
of the Hurrian verb eġl- “to save” as its first member, attested at Emar (La-
roche 1981). 
 
2.8 i(a)-hala/i-SARMA 
 

Hieroglyphic rendering of the Hurrian name Ehli-Šarruma, attested on a 
seal from the Nişantepe archive (Bo 90/534, cf. Herbordt 2002: 55, no. 4). The 
name is composed of the imperative of the root eġl- “to save” plus the theonym 
Šarruma (= “Save, Sarruma!”). The person in question is probably the son of 
Ari-Šarruma, king of Išuwa.7 
 
2.9 i(a)-hala/i-TONITRUS 
 

Hieroglyphic writing of the Hurrian name Eḫli-Teššub (perhaps in the 
form with apocope and anaptyxis, Eḫel-Teššub), attested on seal no. 104 in 
the Herbordt catalogue (2005: 131). The first member of the name is the im-
perative of the Hurrian root eġl- “to save”: the meaning of the name is thus 
“Save, Teššub!” (Giorgieri 2000: 288). It is doubtful that the sequence ia-hi-
la-ti-sa-pa- in the inscription KARKAMIŠ A7 represents a rendering of this 
name (§3.2.2). 
 
2.10 i(a)-ni3-TONITRUS 
 

Hieroglyphic writing of Ini-Teššub, an important king of Karkemiš in the 
13th century BCE, occurring in several seal stamps on tablets from Emar, Ugarit 
and the Nişantepe archive.8 It is a Hurrian theophoric name composed of the 
noun ini, eni “god” and the name of the Storm-god Teššub. It is possible that 
i(a)+ra/i-TONITRUS in the KARAHÖYÜK inscription represents a variant 
of this name with rhotacism (§2.13). 

 
 

7  Cf. Herbordt 2002: 57, with previous bibliography.
8  On the seals of Ini-Teššub see especially d’Alfonso 2001, with additions by Herbordt 

2002 on the Nişantepe seals. For non-hieroglyphic attestations of this name see also Laroche 
1966: 79-80.
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2.11 i(a)-pari-SARMA 
 

Hieroglyphic rendering of the Hurrian theophoric name Evri-Šarruma (= “Šar-
ruma is lord”), attested on seals nos. 133 and 134 of the Herbordt catalogue (2005). 

 
2.12 i(a)-pari-TONITRUS 
 

Attested on seal no. 135 in the Herbordt catalogue (2005), it is the hiero-
glyphic writing of the Hurrian name Evri-Teššub, composed of the Hurrian 
term evri “lord” and the theonym Teššub (= “Teššub is lord”). 
 
2.13 i(a)+ra/i-TONITRUS  
 

(= Ir-Teššub? Ini-Teššub?): the name is attested in the KARAHÖYÜK in-
scription and belonged to a 12th century BCE ruler whose connections with 
members of the Karkemiš dynasty are unclear.9 Although a Luwian reading of 
the name, Yarri-Tarhunta, cannot be entirely ruled out, it seems more likely that 
it is a theophoric name of Hurrian origin based on the name of the Storm-god 
Teššub. With regard to the first member, a plausible interpretation would be 
/ir/, given that the name Ir-Teššub is known from both Hittite texts and those 
from Alalakh, although identifying the exact Hurrian root poses some problems. 
Hittite texts include mir-d10-ub, mDU-d10-ub, and mSUM-d10-ub (Laroche 1966: 
221; Hawkins 1988: 105, no. 38) as variants of the name, although these are 
not easily reconcilable, since the correspondence between the logograms DU 
and SUM and the phonetic reading ir would be unusual.10 The best solution 
suggested so far is perhaps that of Miller (2007: 131), according to which the 
logogram SUM represents the Hurrian verb ar(i)- “to give,” while DU should 
be read as GUB, corresponding to Hittite ar- “to stay,” used by Hittite scribes 
instead of Hurrian ar(i)-. Ir-Teššub (or Er-Teššub) is thus a variant of the name 
Ari-Teššub, the meaning of which is “Teššub gave (it)” or “Give, Teššub!”11 
More recently, though, Simon (2013) has suggested that i(a)+ra/i-TONITRUS 
may represent a rhotacised variant of the name Ini-Teššub (§2.10),12 indicated 
as “king of the land of Hatti” in the annals of the Assyrian king Tiglat-Pileser 
I (c. 1100 BCE).13 Both hypotheses are plausible, and, based on the evidence 
currently available, it is impossible to choose between them. 

9  According to Bryce (2012: 85-87), this could be one of the sons and successors of Ku(n)zi-
Teššub, but there is no direct evidence of such kinship.

10  Theoretically, the sign IR could also be interpreted as a logogram, but the attestations 
from Alalakh, where the use of logograms in personal names seems to be limited to a few theo-
nyms, suggest that it may be phonetic in nature (cf. Hawkins 1988: 105, no. 38). Furthermore, 
the Luwian i(a)+ra/i-TONITRUS might represent additional evidence in favour of a phonetic 
understanding of IR, as long as this interpretation of it is correct.

11  On the structure of these names cf. Giorgieri 2000: 285-286.
12  On rhotacism in Luwian, see above all Melchert 2003b: 179-182; Rieken, Yakubovich 2010.
13  RIMA 2, A.0.87.3, 26-28; A.0.87.4, 28-30.
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2.14 ku-ti-TONITRUS 
 

(= Ku(n)ti-Teššub): the name ku-ti-TONITRUS is attested in five seal 
stamps on a tablet that probably comes from Meskene/Emar (ASJ 14, 307 46), 
whose cuneiform text gives the equivalent mku-un-ti-d10(-ub) and mku-un-ti-
dIŠKUR (Hawkins 1988: 99, no. 1; 2000: 574; Poetto 2004).14 This is a theo-
phoric name of Hurrian origin; the meaning of the first part is unknown, but 
probably derived from the well-known Hurrian root kund- (Richter 2012: 224). 
The fact that on this tablet Kunti-Teššub is indicated as son of Talmi-Teššub, 
king of Karkemiš, led to the initial supposition that the name Kunti-Teššub was 
a variant of Ku(n)zi-Teššub (§2.15), mentioned as son of Talmi-Teššub in seal 
stamps on the bullae of LIDAR. This is possible, but assumes that the Hurrian 
roots kund- and kuz- (or kunz-, if Kuzi-Teššub is to be understood as a variant 
of Kunzi-Teššub) are both variants of one another, which seems quite unlikely.15 
A possible hypocoristic of this name is ku-ti-i(a) (§2.16). 
 
2.15 ku-zi/a-TEŠUB-pa  

(= Ku(n)zi-Teššub): this name identifies a 2nd millennium BCE king of Kar-
kemiš, son of king Talmi-Teššub (§2.29), occurring in the hieroglyphic legend 
of a seal stamp on the bullae of LIDAR as ku-zi/a-TEŠUB-pa and in inscrip-
tions from İSPEKÇÜR, GÜRUN and KÖTÜKALE as ku-zi-TONITRUS. It is 
a theophoric name, the second part of which is Teššub, the Hurrian name of 
the Storm-god. This suggests a Hurrian interpretation of the first component, 
kuzi-, which however is not entirely clear. The cuneiform legend of the seal 
stamp on the LIDAR bullae, where the name is written mku-zi-dte-šub, seems 
to confirm the form /kuzi/, but in KBo 43.51, 11' mku-un-zi-d10-ub is found, 
which is perhaps a variant of the same name,16 the first member of which is de-
rived from the Hurrian verb root kunz- “to kneel.”17 If instead Kuzi-Teššub 
should be explained as a different name from Kunzi-Teššub, the base of the 
first element might be the Hurrian verb root kuz- “to hold back,” as Hawkins 
suggests (2000: 575).18 The hypothesis that the name is a variant of Ku(n)ti-
Teššub should be probably excluded (§2.14). 
 
 
 

14  The name is perhaps also present in the letter Emar 267, 1.
15  Cf. Hawkins 1988: 99, no. 1, Hawkins 2000: 575 and Poetto 2004: 514 (who considers 

Kunti-Teššub to be the brother of Kuzi-Teššub).
16  The name is also perhaps present in KUB 23.29, 11 (but the reading mku-zi-d10-up is rather 

uncertain) and 13 ([…-z]i-d10-ub), KUB 21.7 iii 12' ([…-u]n-zi-d10-ub), KBo 10.7+ iv 14-16 ([…
]x-zi-it-te-eš-šu-u-pa) and KuSa I/1 10 obv. 9' ([…-z]i-d10-ub).

17  Cf. Salvini 1991: 179, no. 24. For this root see also Richter 2012: 223-224.
18  For this root cf. Richter 2012: 229.
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2.16 ku-ti-i(a)   
Name attested on a late-Imperial period seal of unknown provenance, pub-

lished by Poetto (2004), who interpreted it as Ku(n)tiya, hypocoristic of 
Ku(n)ti-Teššub (§2.14). 

 
2.17 pa-ti-si-na 
 

Name of a scribe attested in the inscription BOĞAZKÖY 8 (Poetto 1987), 
interpreted by Hawkins (2005: 268) as Bentešina and composed of two Hurrian 
terms, penti- “just” and šena- “brother.” 

 
2.18 pi-ti-SARMA  
 

Attested on a number of seals (Herbordt 2005), it is a Hurrian theophoric 
name, whose first part pi-ti- should probably be interpreted as penti “just” (= 
“Šarruma is just”) (Hawkins 2005: 268). 
 
2.19 pi-ti-TEŠUB-pa  

Theophoric name, probably to be understood as Benti-Teššub, “Teššub is 
just” (cf. §2.18). 
 
2.20 pu-hi-si-ni 
 

Attested on two seals in the hieroglyphic forms pu-ha-si-na and pu-hi-si-
ni (Gonnet 1992), it is the rendering of the Hurrian name Puhi-šeni, well-
known at Nuzi (Gelb, Purves, MacRae 1943: 116-117), composed of puhi-, 
meaning unknown (unlikely to be a loan of the Akkadian puhu “substitute”), 
and šena- “brother.” 
 
2.21 pu-tu-ha-pa 
 

Name of the queen Puduḫepa, wife of Ḫattušili III, attested in hieroglyphic 
writing on a number of seals and in the FRAKTIN inscription. It is a Hurrian 
name, meaning “Ḫepat bore (her).”19 
 
2.22 sa3-mi-ka-tal 
 

Name of a scribe attested on three potsherds from Tell Fray (Archi 1980). The 
name is composed of the theonym Šimegi and Hurrian adal “strong” (= “Šimegi 
is strong”). 
 
 
 

19  On the structure and meaning of this name cf. Giorgieri 2000: 287.
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2.23 sa3-ta3-tu-ha-pa 
 

(= Šadanduḫepa): name of the first wife of Tuthaliya III, found on two bul-
lae from Maşat (Dinçol et al. 1993: 91-92). In the first part of this theophoric 
name the Hurrian root šad- “to give back, replace” may be recognized (de Mar-
tino 2010: 133). 
 
2.24 sa3+US-ka-si-na 
 

Rendering of the Hurrian name Šaušgašena, attested on a seal in the Ipek 
collection (van den Hout, Akdoğan 2013: 44). The name appears to be composed 
of the theonym Šaušga and the Hurrian term šena “brother” (= “Šaušga is (my) 
brother”). The sequence sa3[+US-ka]-si-na has recently also been restored by 
Peker (2018) on a seal from Kayalıpınar (Kp 15/157). 
 
2.25 si-ti-TONITRUS  
 

Likely hieroglyphic writing of the name Šinti-Teššub (cf. Šintip-Teššub at 
Nuzi; Gelb, Purves, MacRae 1943: 135), of which the first element has not 
been reliably identified (it is unlikely to be šind-, root of the numeral “7”). The 
name is attested on seal no. 385 in the Herbordt catalogue (2005). 
 
2.26 ta2-ki-SARMA 
 

Rendering of the Hurrian name Tagi-Šarruma, found on several seals from 
Nişantepe and Ugarit, belonging to an individual identified by his titles as a 
prince (REX.FILIUS) and head of the scribes (MAGNUS.SCRIBA; Herbordt 
2002: 57). The name is composed of tagi “luminous, radiant” (Richter 2012: 
428-429) and the theonym Šarruma (= “Šarruma is radiant”). 
 
2.27 ta3

?-ki-TEŠUB-pa 
 

Theophoric name of likely Hurrian origin attested on seal no. 404 in the 
Herbordt catalogue (2005). The hieroglyph <ta3> would seem to exclude the 
possibility that the first member is tagi “luminous” (cf. e.g. §2.26). 
 
2.28 tal-mi-SARMA  

(= Talmi-Šarruma): name of a king attested in the inscription ALEPPO 1, 
son of Telipinu, first Hittite king of Aleppo. The first member of this Hurrian 
theophoric name is talmi- “great” (= “Šarruma is great”). 
 
2.29 tal-mi-TEŠUB-pa- 
 

(= Talmi-Teššub): name of a 2nd millennium BCE king of Karkemiš, father 
of king Kuzi-Teššub (§2.15), attested on a seal stamp on the bullae of LIDAR, 
with legend in hieroglyphic and cuneiform. The name, a theophoric of Hurrian 
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origin, is composed of talmi- “great” (Richter 2012: 432-435) plus the theonym 
Teššub.20 The meaning of this name is thus “Teššub is great.” 
 
2.30 tax-nu-ha-pa 
 

Name of a Hittite queen, probably wife of Muršili II, attested on a number 
of seals from the reign of this and subsequent kings (Muwattalli II and Muršili 
III/Urḫi-Teššub).21 It is a Hurrian name meaning “Ḫepat made her.”22 
 
2.31 ta3-tu-ha-pa-’ 
 

Name of the author of the inscription of EĞRIKÖY, unfortunately too frag-
mentary to be dated (Hawkins 2000: 495-496). This is a well-known Hurrian 
name, Taduḫepa (although written with the sign <ta3>, suggesting that it was 
instead Daduḫepa), whose meaning is “Ḫepat loved (her).”23 The same name 
(written tax-tu-ha-pa) also identifies the second wife of king Tuthaliya III, pres-
ent on a cruciform seal from Boğazköy (Dinçol et al. 1993). 
 
2.32 ti-ha-TEŠUB-pa 
 

Theophoric name of Hurrian origin that occurs on various seals, including 
the one stamped on a tablet found at Ras Shamra/Ugarit (RS 17.137), the cunei-
form text of which reads mti/te-ḫi-dIŠKUR (= Teḫi-Teššub). The first part of 
the name is a form of the verb teġ- “to raise”; the meaning is therefore “Teššub 
raised (him)” (Giorgieri 2000: 286). 
 
2.33 ti-li-SARMA  

(= Tili-Šarruma): theophoric name attested on various seals (Hawkins 
2005: 275). The meaning of the element tili- is unclear; it is usually distin-
guished from the root til- “to knock down, trample” (Richter 2012: 459). 
 
2.34 ti-li-[…] 
 

(= Tili-[Teššub]): the fragmentary name ti-li-[…] is found on the hiero-
glyphic seal stamp on tablet RS 17.137 from Ugarit, whose cuneiform text con-
tains the name mti-li-dIŠKUR (cf. §2.33). 

 
 

20  For other occurrences of this name cf. Laroche 1966: 172.
21  Cf. SBo I, nos. 42-44. For a wide-ranging discussion of the question of Danuḫepa’s iden-

tity see van den Hout 1998: 44-53.
22  See Richter 2012: 436-438 for the Hurrian root tan-.
23  For the Hurrian root tad- cf. Richter 2012: 451-453. On the structure of the name see Gior-

gieri 2000: 287 and de Martino 2010: 133.
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2.35 ur-hi2-TEŠUB-pa 
 

Hurrian name of the king Muršili III, attested on a number of seals. The first 
part of this theophoric name is the Hurrian noun urġi “certainty” (= “Teššub is 
(my/his) certainty”) (Giorgieri 2000: 290). 
 
 

3. IRON AGE ANTHROPONYMS 
 

The situation in the 1st millennium BCE is markedly different with respect 
to the Late Bronze Age. First of all, the onomastic material comes from a wide 
and diversified area, including Southeast Anatolia and North-Central Syria, and 
exhibits a real mix of Anatolian and Semitic elements; the former are perhaps 
restricted to the élite in many instances. In this case these mixed personal names 
definitely mirror demographic diversification, the result of the presence of 
North-Western Semitic elements throughout the Levant, and contacts with the 
Mesopotamian world. The status of the few names that are instead of Hurrian 
origin should be interpreted as Luwian from an emic perspective, since they 
appear to be the legacy of a Luwian-Hittite onomastic tradition dating to the 
final stages of the 2nd millennium BCE. 

 
 
3.1 Semitic Names 
 
3.1.1 a-mu- 
 

Son of Walinaya, referred to on the stele of CEKKE, §17 (Hawkins 2000: 
146). The father’s name could be Anatolian (although the sequence °a-ya- co-
incides with the Semitic adjectival ending seen for example in §3.1.6). The 
son’s name, in Luwian, seems to coincide with the first person pronoun, which 
would be extremely unusual and improbable from a typological perspective. If 
it is Semitic, the name could be a kinship term frequently employed in Amorite 
onomastics (H/‘ammu- “uncle”). 

 
3.1.2 ara/i-pa- 
 

It is the name of the official, priest or leader who dictated the inscription 
ALEPPO 2 §1, §25. The name of this figure, who declares himself a worshipper 
of the god Tarhunta and the moon deity of Harran, could be Anatolian and be 
linked to the word family that according to Puhvel is connected to the adjective 
arpa- “unfortunate (vel sim.)” (HED A, s.v. arp-). Links with the rare anthro-
ponyms from Greek inscriptions in Asia collected together by Zgusta (1964: 
88)—Αρβησσις, Αρβησσις, Αρβασις, whose origin is in any case unclear—re-
main uncertain. However, the name a-ra/i-pa- could be Semitic and coincide 
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with Araba’u, attested as an anthroponym e.g. in ABL 273, rev. 2, ABL 1244 
rev. 7, etc.24 
 
3.1.3 ha-mi-ya-ta and ha-mi-ya 
 

The first anthroponym, Hamiyata, is variously attested in the Aleppo and 
Tell Ahmar area.25 Giusfredi (2012) has proposed ‘ammi-Addu (“Adad is the 
paternal uncle”). Younger (2016: 142) suggests the more convincing reading 
‘ammi-yata‘ (“the paternal uncle saved”), which would explain the missing 
notation of the voiced dental consonant with TA3 in the hieroglyphic rendering 
of the name Adad. Its relation or possible identification with the second an-
throponym, Hamiya—attested only in the schematic shorthand context of a 
piece of lead strip: KULULU lead strip 1 (line 6)—remains uncertain. Given 
the nature of this find, it is possible that the name is a hypocoristic version of 
the previous one. 
 
3.1.4 ha-pi+ra/i- 
 

Attested on a piece of lead strip from KULULU (lead strip 1, §3), this name 
is associated with that of a certain Nu- (perhaps a Lallname or a hypocoristic), 
without there being any explicit relationship between the two (although they 
participate in the same barley registration/allocation/consignment, and might 
belong to the same household). This person comes from Tuna, or more pre-
cisely (in one occurrence) from “Upper Tuna,” SUPER+RA/I-sa tu-na-
sa(URBS), probably a centre in Anatolia (which may have been the site of 
Kululu itself).26 This provenance makes the name particularly interesting due 
to its evident assonance with the term habiru, which starting from the Middle 
and Late Bronze Age referred to nomads (largely from the area of Syria) who 
from the time of the Mittani hegemony onwards seem to have become inte-
grated into settlements in Hurrian-Amorite Syria. It should be made clear that 
although the name Habiri(ya) does in fact derive from the Semitic denomina-
tion habiru, this does not imply that the person who bore it was of Semitic ori-
gin, since the anthroponym could have been an old form in use in “Hurrianized” 
Late Bronze Age Syria, where Luwian was an adstrate language from the 
15th/16th century BCE, if not earlier. Mention should also be made of the name 
Hapiri, documented in the Maşat corpus (HKM 48 obv. 3, 5), which Hoffner 
(2009: 182) also links to the same Semitic origin outlined above. 
 

24  Both Ar2-ba-ia (ABL 273 rev. 2) and Ar-ba-a(-a) (ABL 1108 rev. 15, 1244 rev. 7) are at-
tested in duplicate or parallel texts, indicating that they are alternative writings of a single name.

25  For the various attestations and the difficulties associated with reconstructing this family, 
cf. Hawkins 2000: 224-225.

26  Weeden 2010: 44; cf. the observations of Hawkins 2000: 425.
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3.1.5 ka-mara/i- 
 

According to Yakubovich (2016: 87) the noun ka-mara/i- attested in the 
letters of ASSUR constitutes a loanword based on the Akkadian gammalu (or 
gammālu), meaning “camel.” The hypothesis appears solid both formally and 
from a historical perspective, which offers the possibility of analysing the 
anthroponym Kamari- present on the stele of CEKKE §17. It seems unlikely 
that this name should be interpreted as a primitive name, and thus identical 
to the word for the animal, but rather more plausible that it is a form con-
tracted from the genitival adjective kamari(ya)- “of the camel > camel driver” 
(Giusfredi 2020a). 
 
3.1.6 nix-nu-wa/i-ya- 
 

As suggested by Giusfredi (2020b), this name, attested in KARKEMIŠ 
A11b+c §2, seems unlikely to have belonged to the Luwian leader of a rebel 
group in Karkemiš, as has been suggested in the past (Hawkins 2000: 78-81, 
104), but rather to a generic adversary. Although the historical interpretation 
of the text still poses problems, the most convincing formal correspondence is 
with Assyrian Ninuāyu. It may be compared with the anthroponyms CRUS2-
nu2-wa/i and CRUS2-nu2-wa/i3 in the corpus of seals from Nişantepe (Hawkins 
2005: nos. 281-286, 287-289), although the initial phonetic of these remains 
uncertain. 
 
3.1.7 pa+ra/i-ki-pa- 
 

The rendering of the name Bar-Rākib on the king’s ring presents no unex-
pected or problematic characteristics. However, the apparent a stem makes little 
sense, so pa+ra/i-ki-pa-sa should instead be considered a genitival adjective. 
This is not typical of Luwian seals, but is rather a calque on Semitic forms with 
the preposition l followed by a personal name, attested in other seals from Bar-
Rākib: lbrrkb bn pnmw (attested three times, in seals B8, B9 and B10; see also 
Tropper 1993: 152). 
 
 
3.2 Names of Hurrian Origin 
 
3.2.1 ara/i-ya-hi-na- and ha-pa-ti-la 
 

Names of two rulers of the same dynasty referred to in TELL AHMAR 1, 
§1. Although Tell Ahmar—with its double denomination of Bit Adini and Ma-
suwara/i (a Semitic name, plus one of Anatolian aspect)—should probably be 
considered one of the towns with mixed Luwian-Aramaic demography in the 
style of Sam’al/Yadiya, the name Ariyahina is certainly not Semitic, and it is not 
easy to parse as Luwian. The link with Hapatila makes a Hurrian attribution at-
tractive, because it might hide a tie with Habadili, a Luwian derivative of the 
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Hurrian name Hebat (derivation from the Luwian habadi- “river” would seem 
less likely), or even the entirely Hurrian sequence Hebat-tilla (Dalley 2000: 80). 
A Hurrian reading of Ariyahina would however remain problematic: although 
anthroponyms with Ari- are not uncommon in the 2nd millennium corpus (de Mar-
tino, Giorgieri 2008: 97-101), the second part of the name would still be obscure. 

 
3.2.2 ia-hi-la-ti-sa-pa-  

This name is attested in the inscription KARKAMIŠ A7, next to the image 
of the individual, indicated in the text as one of Kamani’s brothers. The com-
ponent -ti-sa-pa-, which may probably be interpreted as /tispa/, corresponds to 
the Hurrian name of the Storm-god, Teššub (cf. -TONITRUS-pa in the name 
ma-li-i-TONITRUS-pa-, §3.2.4). This would suggest a Hurrian origin also for 
the first part of the name, ia-hi-la-, which however is not attested elsewhere, 
unless ia-hi-la-ti-sa-pa- is to be explained as a variant of the name Eḫli-
Teššub/Eḫel-Teššub (§2.9).27 In this case we should imagine a secondary break-
ing of /e/ into /ja/, attested perhaps in the loanword (“*464”)sa-ri+i-ia-si- 
(ANCOZ 4), probably “eunuch,” from the Akkadian ša rēši (but cf. Giusfredi 
2012: 157 for a different explanation). 
 
3.2.3 i-si-ka+ra/i-ti-sa-pa-  

Name of one of Kamani’s brothers in the inscription KARKAMIŠ A7, a 
theophoric name composed of the name Teššub, in the form /tispa/ (§3.2.2), 
and the element i-si-ka+ra/i-, of uncertain interpretation. It might be connected 
with the Hurrian term eš-kar-ri (KUB 27.38 iv 9), iš-ga-ri (KUB 32.52 iii 14'), 
of unknown meaning. 
 
3.2.4 ma-li-i-TONITRUS-pa- 
 

Name of one of Kamani’s brothers in the KARKAMIŠ A7 inscription. It 
is a theophoric containing the name of the Storm-god which, on the basis of 
the phonetic complementation, is to be identified with Hurrian Teššub, probably 
to be read /tispa/ as in the names ia-hi-la-ti-sa-pa- (§3.2.2), i-si-ka+ra/i-ti-sa-
pa- (§3.2.3) and tara/i-ni2-ti-sa-pa- (§3.2.5), which occur in the same inscrip-
tion. The first part ma-li-i- is thus presumably of Hurrian origin, although its 
interpretation remains uncertain. 
 
3.2.5 tara/i-ni2-ti-sa-pa- 
 

Name of one of Kamani’s brothers in the inscription KARKAMIŠ A7, 
composed of the Hurrian theonym /tispa/, e.g. Teššub (§3.2.2). A Hurrian origin 
for the first part of this name, tara/i-ni2-, is plausible, although its interpretation 

27  According to Hawkins (2000: 129), this hypothesis should probably be discarded.
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is problematic: it could be connected to the Hurrian term tari “fire” (cf. tarinni, 
of unknown meaning; Richter 2012: 444-445) or maybe derive from the pu-
tative root tarn-, not yet attested with certainty (Görke 2010: 137). 
 
 

4. UNCERTAIN ANTHROPONYMS 
 

In this section we consider a series of anthroponyms that do not appear to 
be Luwian and thus might plausibly have a different (albeit obscure) linguistic 
origin. Absent from this list of uncertain forms are what are known as Lall-
namen, phonologically simple names such as La-, Nu-, Ni-, Taia-, etc. The cat-
egory is well represented in the texts on lead strips from KULULU. Since in 
these cases it is basically impossible to identify a language of origin (although 
more than probable that some are diminutives of real names), they have not 
been included in this inventory. 
 
4.1 a2-wa/i+ra/i-ku- and wa/i+ra/i-i-ka-  

The two names Awariku- and Wra(i)ka- from KARATEPE 1 (Hu. §2 // [Ho. 
§2]) and ÇINEKÖY (§§1, 2), initially considered variants of a single name, are 
now treated (Simon 2017a) as different names. Neither of the two appears to 
be Luwian. Greek links have been hypothesized for both, including Εὐαρχός 
for the former, and Ῥοῖκός and Ῥάκιος (mythical father of Mopsus and king of 
Caria, with implications for those who wish to imagine that a Greek dynasty 
existed in Iron Age Cilicia) for the latter. Hurrian hypotheses have also been 
advanced (Lemaire 1997), but seem to have little basis.28 Simon (2017a) pro-
poses a Luwian origin. Overall, the origin of the two names, in any case not 
strictly Luwian, remains obscure. In this regard, it is worth noting that Pirozzi 
and Pisaniello (2016) proposed the reading of the ethnonym vrekes, indicating 
the Phrygians, in the Phrygian tablet from the Persepolis Fortification Archive: 
if their proposed analysis were correct, the form could underlie the variant 
wa/i+ra/i-i-ka- at least. 
 
4.2 ha-ni-  

Attested twice in the same strip from KULULU (lead strip 1, §4, §9). For-
mal analysis poses difficulties. Although comparable Anatolian roots exist 
(hann(a)- “contend legally,” or hanna-, “grandmother”), neither seems to be a 
good candidate for derivation. Comparable names are not known among 2nd 
millennium documents from Cappadocia (the name ‘Ania,29 already attested in 
the Old Assyrian period, is female), and a Semitic origin is unlikely overall. 

28  As noted by Simon (2017a), the attempt to see the Hurrian component evri- “lord” in the 
first part of the name Awariku- is unconvincing.

29  CCT V, 14b, 22; VAT 13528, 37.
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4.3 hi-li-CERVUS  
(= Hiliruntiya?): this name, recorded thus in the Annotated Corpus of Lu-

wian Texts by Yakubovich, is based on the reading by Bossert (1955), who 
identified it with the ruler of Malatya recorded in Urartian sources as mhi-la-
ru-a-da (c. 780-760 BCE).30 The only alleged attestation of this name is in the 
KÖTÜKALE inscription, at the beginning of the second line, clearly deter-
mined by DEUS31 and followed by the genealogy and epithets of this person, 
said to be the “grandson/descendent of Kuzi-Teššub(?), the great king, […] son 
of PUGNUS-mili, lord of the land of the city of Malizi.”32 It should however 
be noted that (1) the first line of the inscription consists of a list of deities, some 
of which have not been reliably identified,33 (2) the same textual structure, with 
a list of gods at the beginning, and the same genealogy, are also found in the 
better preserved inscription of GÜRÜN, whose author is identified by the single 
logogram CERVUS (= Runtiya).34 It therefore seems preferable to follow the 
interpretation by Hawkins (2000: 300) and divide the sequence (DEUS)hi?-li-
CERVUS. (DEUS)hi?-li (cautiously transliterated by Hawkins as (DEUS)x x) 
would thus close the list of deities with which the text starts, while the logogram 
CERVUS would identify the inscription’s author, the same as GÜRÜN. 
 
4.4 ku+ra/i-ti-  

Following Simon (2017b), the name Kurti-, found in texts from the area of 
Hisarcık and Bozca (HISARCIK 1, §§1-2, 5; BOHÇA §2), as well as on a strip 
from KULULU (lead strip 1, §§4, 9), might be Phrygian and derive from the to-
ponym Gordion. Less compelling is the observation that the Assyrian name Gurdî 
could not have been transmitted to Akkadian from Luwian, due to the initial con-
sonants in this language becoming voiceless (Simon 2017b: 115). The fact that 
Luwian eliminated the voicing of initial consonants and therefore could not render 
them graphically in hieroglyphs does not mean that a foreign name written with 
a sign for a voiceless sound was not pronounced, in speech, using a voiced one. 

30  Cf. CTU A 8-3 ii 6 (Argišti I), A 9-1 obv. 22, 28 (Sarduri II), A 9-4, 2 (Sarduri II).
31  Although partially damaged, the signs DEUS and li are clearly visible in the photographs 

published by Hawkins (2000: pl. 139), while the identification of the second sign with hi, less 
evident in the pictures, is plausible based on the handcopy (pl. 140). However, the possible pres-
ence of this name also at the beginning of line 5, in the genitive case (x-x-CERVUS-sa5, cf. 
ACLT), is not supported by the traces of the first two signs.

32  ⸢ku-zi-TONITRUS-sa5⸣(?) MAGNUS.REX |IN[FANS].NEP[OS … || PUGNUS-mi-li 
|INFANS.NI MAx.LIx.ZI(URBS) REGIO.DOMINUS.

33  (MAGNUS.DEUS)… (DEUS)… (DEUS)TONITRUS? (DEUS)sa3 (DEUS)CAELUM? 
(DEUS)*142. For a review of the various proposed readings and interpretations of these theonyms, 
see Hawkins 2000: 300.

34  (MAGNUS.DEUS)TONITRUS (MAGNUS.DEUS)hi-pa-tu2 (MAGNUS.DEUS)SARMA 
CERVUS ku-zi-TONITRUS-sa5||MAGNUS.REX |INFANS.NI.NEPOS HEROS kar-ka-mi-i-si-
sa5(URBS) PUGNUS-mi-li |(INFANS)[ni]||-mu-wa/i-za MAx.LIx.ZI(URBS) REGIO.DOMINUS.
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4.5 mu-ka-sa  
The name Muksa (present in KARATEPE 1 Hu. §21/Ho. §21 and Hu. §58 

/ Ho. §58; ÇINEKÖY §1) has been associated in the literature with that of the 
Greek mythological figure Mopsus, a seer aligned with the Trojans in the 
Homeric saga, and son (in some versions of the myth) of the mythical king of 
Caria Ῥάκιος (see above, 4.1).35 If this identification is correct, the alternation 
between variants with /p/ and /k/ might be due to an original labiovelar con-
sonant; identification of the name Mopsus with the Mycenaean MO-QO-SO 
attested at Knossos and Pylos (KN X 1497 and PY Sa 774) would support this.36 
However, the two variants, Mopsus and muksa-, must both have survived, given 
that the labial form appears in the Phoenician text in the bilingual KARATEPE 
1 inscription, whereas the Luwian version contains the form with a velar con-
sonant,37 a circumstance that remains difficult to explain. If the name was that 
of a historical king, it is difficult to imagine that it survived in two variants, 
but less problematic to suppose the existence of traditional variants for a mytho-
logical character. To these (by now familiar) considerations concerning the 
Greek evidence (which may have preceded or followed diffusion into Anatolia) 
may be added the attestation of the name Muksos at Tumulus MM of Gordion 
(Liebhart, Brixhe 2009). Although the authors’ position is substantially in fa-
vour of a Greek derivation, if the name (whatever its origin) had links with the 
Phrygian sphere, the hypothesis of a Phrygian reading of the anthroponyms a2-
wa/i+ra/i-ku- and wa/i+ra/i-i-ka (§4.1) would acquire a certain merit. 
 
4.6 pa-pi and pa-pi-ta3-ti  

Notwithstanding their very simple forms, in which they resemble Lallnamen, 
the names Papi- (CEKKE §17) and Papidati- (KARKAMIŠ A4a §2), the first 
perhaps a hypocoristic version of the second, are included in this review due to 
the existence of an Anatolian kinship term papa- “father,” Palaic equivalent of 
the Hittite atta- and Luwian tadi-. If this analysis is correct, the names in question 
are relics of a language that disappeared in the Bronze Age, incidentally preserved 
in the Luwian tradition. 
 

35  This identification has often been suggested, first by Alt 1948; for an overview see Gander 
2012: 297.

36  Following Gander (2012: 301-302), it may be noted that the name Mopsus does not seem 
to be demonstrably Greek. Thus the influx of the loss of the labiovelar may have been indirect, 
secondary and limited to just part of the tradition.

37  On the complex question of the alternation between consonants, see the study of Oettinger 
(2008), which also examines the supposed precursor represented by the form Mukšu in cuneiform 
Hittite (in the letter of Madduwatta; cf. Forlanini 1996: 14; Tekoğlu, Lemaire 2000: 983-985 for 
the connection between the Bronze Age name and the occurrences in ÇINEKÖY), and the excel-
lent overview and discussion in López-Ruiz (2009: 492).
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4.7 sa-hwa/i- 
 

This name is found only in the inscription of ŞIRZI (§1) and designates 
the father of its author, *ru-ti-CERVUS3-ia- (= Runtiya).38 This figure may pro-
bably be identified with mšá-hu-, indicated in Urartian sources as the father of 
Hilaruada, king of Malatya (§4.3). The name might thus be Sahui or Sahu,39 of 
uncertain etymology, although a Luwian origin is possible (cf. Luwian šahu(i)-, 
of uncertain meaning).40 
 
4.8 sa5-ka+ra/i- 
 

Name of a king of Karkemiš (c. 870-848 BCE),41 a probable ancestor of 
Kamani, recently attested in fragment KH.15.O.690,42 which completes the 
upper part of the inscription KARKAMIŠ A31+. The name was previously 
known from Assyrian sources of the period of Assurnasirpal II and Salmanassar 
III,43 which provide the readings msa-an-ga-ra, msa-ga-ra, msa-an-gar and msa-
an-ga-ar. The origin of the name is unknown. 
 
4.9 si-ka-ra+a- 
 

This name occurs in the inscription KARKAMIŠ A7 and belongs to one 
of Kamani’s brothers. Its interpretation and origin are uncertain, but there may 
perhaps be a connection with the Hurrian root šeg=ar-, of unknown meaning, 
which is attested in the name Šegar-Teššub (cf. Schwemer 2001: 470).44 The 
form of the name and date of the inscription (late 9th-early 8th century BCE) 
exclude the identification of this individual with the king of Karkemiš Sangara 
(c. 870-848 BCE),45 known from Assyrian sources and recently also attested 
in hieroglyphic (§4.8). 

38  The first sign in this name, now correctly identified as ru after close examination of the 
original (Dillo 2013: 338-339), was initially taken to be *417 (su, sax). The interpretation of the 
name as Runtiya is perhaps preferable to Runtiruntiya, proposed by Dillo 2013 (cf. Simon 2014: 
152, no. 1).

39  The use of the hieroglyphic sign hwa/i does not necessarily constitute evidence in favour 
of the first hypothesis: cf. hwa/i-zi/a-i(a) for Huzziya in the seal Bo 90/560 and the verb hwa/i-
hwa/i-sa3- “to run, march,” written hu-ha-sa3- in TELL AHMAR 6.

40  Known only in KBo 29.37, 3 (nom. pl. ša-hu-i-zi), but possible base of šahuihuiššuwal(i)-, 
šahuidāla-, and :šahuidara-, all of uncertain meaning (cf. CLL: 184).

41  Cf. Bryce 2012: 93.
42  Cf. Peker 2016: 47 and Marchetti, Peker 2018: 95-96.
43  RIMA 2, A.0.101.1 iii 65; A.0.101.80; A.0.101.90; RIMA 3, A.0.102.1, 55', 67'; A.0.102.2, 

i 43, 53, ii 19, 27, 82; A.0.102.6 ii 55, 69; A.0.102.8, 30', 35'; A.0.102.10 ii 46, 52; A.0.102.14, 
85; A.0.102.16, 67', 72'; A.0.102.70.

44  See also Watson 2010, who connects to the same root the term šekaru (and šekaruhhu), 
the name of a metal container attested at Nuzi and perhaps Ugarit (šgr, škr), and maybe also the 
personal name ṯqrn.

45  Cf. Hawkins 2000: 129.
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4.10 ta-i-ta- 
 

This name is attested in the inscriptions of MEHARDE, SHEIZAR, and 
ALEPPO 6 (in the last of these as ta2-i-ta2-), and designates a king of 
P/Walas(a)tin of uncertain date. According to Steitler (2010: 94-95), Taita is a 
Hurrian name, composed of tahhe “man” and the unclear element -ta, also 
found in Nuzi onomastics. On this basis, Steitler suggests the identification 
of Taita with Toi (T‘Y), king of Ḥamath in 2Sam 8, whose name comes from 
the Hebrew *Tā‘y, interpreted as an abbreviation of the Hurrian name 
Tahhe=ta. The main obstacle to this interpretation (apart from the obscure na-
ture of the element -ta), is the unexpected lack of Hurrian /h/ in the hiero-
glyphic adaptation of the name, where we would expect *ta-hi-ta- instead (see 
below). According to Hawkins (2011: 52), the name Taita may be compared 
with Tette, the name of the ruler of Nuhašše contemporary with Šuppiluliuma 
I, whose origin is however uncertain (but presumably Hurrian). More recently, 
Čech (2015) has proposed that Taita might be the Luwian rendering of the 
(etymologically obscure) name David, for which Čech cautiously suggests an 
Indo-European origin (perhaps from *deh2- “to assign,” *dheh1 “to place” or 
*dheh1 “to suck”).46 
 
 

5. OBSERVATIONS ON ADAPTATION STRATEGIES OF FOREIGN NAMES 
 

On the basis of the corpus of names collected here, some observations 
may be made about the linguistic and graphic adaptation strategies used for 
foreign names in Anatolian hieroglyphics. For the purposes of this analysis, 
only features which are not directly attributable to the structural characteristics 
of hieroglyphic writing—which is notoriously less precise than cuneiform for 
the representation of sounds—are considered relevant. In particular, Anatolian 
hieroglyphics do not denote (at least not systematically and unambiguously) 
the vowel and consonant length, and mostly resorts to quiescent vowels in 
order to represent consonant clusters (e.g. <C(V)-CV> for /CCV/) and con-
sonants in syllabic coda, except for /n/, which is generally not written. In ad-
dition, this writing is not able to express the contrast between voiceless and 
voiced consonants, with the sole exception of the sign <ta3>, specially de-
signed for transcribing /da/. 

These aspects often constitute an obstacle to a full evaluation of the hiero-
glyphic rendering of foreign names, which is further complicated when the 
models themselves are attested in different variants (for example, it is impossible 
to establish whether a spelling such as i(a)-hala/i-TONITRUS is a transcription 

46  However, the argument is rather confused; to explain the correspondence with David, 
Čech has to resort on one hand to the Lex Eichner of Proto-Anatolian, on the other hand to the 
loss of digamma in post-Mycenaean Greek (which only affected some dialects).
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of the Hurrian name Eḫli-Teššub or its variant Eḫel-Teššub, with apocope and 
anaptyxis in the first member). 
 
 
5.1 Names of Hurrian Origin 
 

With respect to Hurrian names, the main problem—apart from those re-
garding the hieroglyphic writing system listed above—concerns our imperfect 
knowledge of the language, which at times makes it difficult to precisely re-
construct the original Hurrian form that represented the model for the hiero-
glyphic adaptation. For this reason, the observations made below mainly 
concern graphematic, rather than phonological, correspondences. Furthermore, 
although this paper focusses on anthroponyms, an analysis of the adaptation 
strategies employed for Hurrian personal names cannot ignore the data regard-
ing theonyms, which are often components of personal names. 

As far as the consonant system is concerned, there are no particular dif-
ficulties in Anatolian hieroglyphic rendering (except, of course, for those men-
tioned previously due to the characteristics of this writing system). Here we 
point out only two facts: 1) the Hurrian consonants that are transcribed in cunei-
form as <h> and <hh> are invariably rendered by <h> in hieroglyphics (e.g. 
i(a)-hala/i- for ehli-/ehel-); 2) the labiodental fricatives /f/ and /v/, for which 
the Boğazköy cuneiform employs the signs for the series <p>, <b> and <w> 
(as well as combinations of <wa> + mater lectionis such as <waa>, <wee>, 
etc.), seem to be consistently expressed by <p> (e.g. i(a)-pari- for evri-), except 
for cases of simplification before <u>, such as in the theonym sa3+US-ka-, as 
is seen also in cuneiform, where ša-uš-ga- is found alongside dša-wuu-uš-ga-, 
°-ša-mu-uš-ga/qa-, and dIŠTAR-pu-uš-ga. 

With regard to vowels, a principal difficulty is the adaptation of the vowel 
/e/, which is absent from the phonemic inventory of Luwian. Data collected 
show fluctuation between <a> and <i>, with the prevalence of the latter. In the 
case of adaptation of the name of the goddess Hepat, it is possible that there was 
a chronological distribution. In cuneiform, this name is always written °-hé-pa- 
in theophoric names and dhé-pát (very rarely dhé-pa) as a theonym (showing 
-u-stem when followed by Hittite case endings).47 In Imperial period hiero-
glyphic inscriptions, mostly on seals, theophoric names such as Ašmu-Hepa, 
Pudu-Hepa, Dadu-Hepa, etc. are consistently rendered as °-ha-pa, and the 
goddess’ name at YAZILIKAYA is similarly ha-pa-tu.48 Conversely, in later 

47  Cf. van Gessel 1998: 119.
48  It may be noted that the rendering with a is closer to the original form of the goddess’s 

name, clearly visible in the Eblaite dha-(l)a-ba-du “She of Aleppo” (cf. Archi 1994). However, in 
view of the regular use of <hé> in Hittite cuneiform texts (or very rarely <he/hi>), it is probable 
that the hieroglyphic rendering with <ha> is simply a matter of adaptation and has nothing to do 
with the original model.
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inscriptions we find adaptations with <i> for the theonym, already hi-pa-tu2 in 
the inscriptions of GÜRÜN (probably late 12th century) and DARENDE (per-
haps 11th-10th century), and then, in the 1st millennium, hi-pu-ta (ANCOZ 1, 
ANCOZ 9, ÇIFTLIK, KULULU 5, TELL AHMAR 6), apparently with metathe-
sis of vowels.49 

An analogous variation between <a> and <i> in the rendering of Hurrian 
/e/ may perhaps be seen in the alternation between pi-ti-° and pa-ti-° for the 
transcription of Hurrian f/penti- “just” (cf. pa-ti-si-na, pi-ti-SARMA and pi-ti-
TEŠUB-pa),50 for which, though, the variant f/panti- is also attested. 

However, the alternation between pu-ha-si-na and pu-hi-si-ni (= Puhi-šeni) 
does not seem to be associated with the rendering of an original /e/, and might 
instead be merely an apparent variation: either pu-hi-še-(en)-ni and pu-ha-še-
ni are found at Nuzi (although the latter form might be a mistake made by a 
Middle-Assyrian scribe, cf. Gelb, Purves, MacRae 1943: 246), and pu-uh-še-
en-ni occurs at Nippur, which makes it possible to explain the hieroglyphic 
form pu-ha-si-na as pu-h(a)-si-na. 

The rendering ti-ha-TEŠUB-pa is less clear with respect to its cuneiform 
equivalent mti/te-hi-dIŠKUR (= Tehi(t)-Teššub), as also sa-ma-i(a)-’ for the hy-
pocoristic Ašmiya and sa3-mi-ka-tal for Šimeg(i)-adal. However, in some cases 
the variation might already have been present in the Hurrian model (consider 
e.g. the name Ir-Teššub, if it is actually a variant of Ar(i)-Teššub). Only in the 
name ia-hi-la-ti-sa-pa (KARKAMIŠ A7) we find breaking of Hurrian /e/ into 
Luwian /ja/, if the identification with the Hurrian name Ehel-Teššub is correct. 

The names ia-hi-la-ti-sa-pa, i-si-ka+ra/i-ti-sa-pa- and tara/i-ni2-ti-sa-pa-
, all found in the inscription KARKAMIŠ A7 (9th-8th century), attest the only 
entirely syllabic writing of the theonym Teššub in 1st millennium hieroglyphic 
known to date, °-ti-sa-pa, generally explained as /-tispa/ (cf. the ACLT).51 
Apart from the adaptation of Hurrian /e/ with <i>, which, as mentioned, is a 
well documented strategy, it is also noteworthy the syncope of /u/ or, alter-
natively, its rendering with <a>, if indeed °-ti-sa-pa should actually be ex-
plained as /-tis(s)apa/ (consider also the Urartian Teišeba). In cuneiform 
sources the name always contains /u/, and also in some hieroglyphic inscrip-
tions (cf. the gen. ti-su-pi at YAZILIKAYA and FORTIS-su-pa- in TELL 
AHMAR 1, dated to the 10th–9th century BCE). The form °-ti-sa-pa might thus 
represent a later local variant (perhaps close to the Urartian form) or point to 
the weakening or syncope of the vowel /u/ in the theonym, when occurring as 
the second member of theophoric names.52 

49  For an analogous rendering of Akkadian /ē/ with <i> see also the theonyms i-ia- for Ēa 
and perhaps i-ta3- for Ēl (with a flap [ɾ]), discussed in Giusfredi 2012: 164.

50  Cf. also the fragmentary name of the scribe on the ANKARA Silver Bowl, pi?-t[i?]-[…].
51  However, see also LITUUS+ta-sa-pa-CERVUS-wa/i-ti-i-sa in the inscription KARKA-

MIŠ A6, perhaps to be explained as a compound /tasparuntiya-/ “of Teššub and Runtiya” (cf. 
Hawkins 2000: 125).
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Two names illustrate the so-called initial-a-final phenomenon, well-known 
in Luwian: ki-TEŠUB-pa-’ = Agi-Teššub (ALEPPO 1) and sa-ma-i(a)-’ = Aš-
miya (ANKARA Silver Bowl). A genuine apheresis is attested by ki-TONITRUS 
= (A)gi-Teššub, while the case of na-ni3 = (A)nani in a seal from Alacahöyük is 
probably explained by the limited space available on the surface of the seal. 

Finally, the phenomenon of rhotacism is (perhaps) seen just in i(a)+ra/i-
TONITRUS (KARAHÖYÜK), if one agrees with Simon (2013) that the writ-
ing refers to the name Ini-Teššub, rather than Ir-Teššub. 
 
 
5.2 Names of Semitic origin 
 

In addition to the points examined in Giusfredi (2012, a study which also 
includes divine names), which seem to indicate tendencies valid for single names 
rather than general rules, it may be noted that there is a fairly consistent treatment 
of the initial ‘a, rendered with <ha> in the names Habiriya- and Hamiyata-, 
whereas the name Ammu-, if linked to the kinship term ‘ammu-, constitutes an 
exception. Not much can be said about the opposition between voiceless and 
voiced consonants within a word, since the original dental consonant cor-
responding to the sign <ta> in Hamiyata is uncertain. If it were voiced, from 
the theonym Addu, the non-use of the sign <ta3>, which specifically indicates 
the voiced form, would be surprising (as pointed out in Giusfredi 2012). On the 
other hand, the lack of notation of initial voiced consonants is not problematic 
and conveys no information, not because these are neutralised in Luwian, but 
simply because of the lack of graphemic alternatives for their representation. 

Also present is some clearly unsystematic evidence of alternation between 
/l/ and /r/, for example in the name Kamari(ya)- and the Semitic loanword ka-
mara/i- from which it derives, where the /r/ in Luwian forms corresponds to /l/ 
in Semitic. In any case, this alternation is not pertinent to the specific difficulties 
of adaptation, but depends on a wider and well—albeit sparsely—attested phe-
nomenon found in Luwian. 

Overall, the adaptation framework indicates a pattern of prevalent cor-
respondences, which should not be considered mandatory. There is no reason 
why—apart from the consequences of (a) phonetic laws within individual lan-
guages and (b) rigid and homogeneous scribal schools that established obliga-
tory rules—a model for analysis should take these correspondences to be 
mandatory. 

52  Curiously, in the hieroglyphic rendering of some Mesopotamian theonyms the opposite 
phenomenon is sometimes observed, namely the presence of u where it would not be expected; 
consider the cases of ta-mu-ki-na- = Damkina and ma-ru-ti-ka- = Marduk discussed in Giusfredi 
2012: 164 (for the latter, though, it should be noted that the model might have been dAMAR.UTU). 
The matter deserves further investigation, also in consideration of similar phenomena in cuneiform 
(see for example the alternation between dmu-uš-ni and dmu-šu-ni).
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6. CONCLUSION 
 

Although the foreign personal names rendered in Anatolian hieroglyphic 
during the Bronze Age reflect the spread of Hurrian culture within Hatti but 
can tell us very little about the linguistic identity of those who bore the indi-
vidual names, it seems clear that in the demographically and culturally diverse 
and complex Iron Age society the evidence acquires a different meaning. 

The panorama discussed above shows that the quantity of anthroponyms 
that are not (or do not appear to be) Luwian is quite substantial, and seems in 
fact to reflect a demographic context in communication with the surrounding 
civilizations of the ancient Near East. Apparently Semitic personal names ap-
pear not only in areas such as Cilicia and the kingdoms of Sam’al (Zincirli) 
and Masuwari (Tell Ahmar), where the Phoenician and Aramaic presence is 
well recorded in written sources and referable to well-known documented and 
historical phenomena (or, when these are not completely clear such as in 8th 
and 7th century BCE Cilicia, at least evident from the study of the sources). 
Even in kingdoms in which the penetration or co-presence of non-Luwian cul-
tures is not immediately evident, such as Karkemiš, onomastics suggests the 
presence of non-Anatolian components. In any case, this scenario is only ap-
parently in conflict with the relative resistance of the Neo-Hittite epigraphic 
culture towards cuneiform and alphabetic traditions. In reality, this resistance 
may be seen as the consequence of the use of writing as the main vehicle of 
identity, far more recognizable and far more defensible than the fluid linguistic 
code for preserving an identity distinct from the Semitic dynasties of the Ara-
maic states and Phoenician kingdoms, and above all from the cuneiform koinè, 
which in this era involved the relevant areas of Neo-Assyrian Mesopotamia, 
as well as the Urartian sphere. 

Although the picture of a Syro-Anatolian world characterized by a demo-
graphic mix only partially reflected by the sources may be confirmed, it must 
be noted that—even in the most optimistic analysis—the onomastic evidence 
reveals certain limits when applied to historical reconstruction. It constitutes 
important data only when combined with independent considerations and his-
torical, archaeological, or documentary evidence. Proper names, in fact, are 
extremely conservative and can be perpetuated within traditions on the basis 
of inputs and acquisitions of linguistic material much older than the ages in 
question. In Iron Age Luwian documents this distinction is significant with re-
gard to Hurrian onomastic: the entry of Hurrian material must clearly have oc-
curred in the Late Bronze Age, and the names were then preserved as part of 
the tradition, becoming in fact culturally Luwian (for instance Hapatila/Hebat-
Tilla, a member of the same lineage as Ariyahina, whose name could be both 
Luwian and Hurrian). 

But although the Aramaic and Phoenician names of the Iron Age are certainly 
foreign (or foreigners’) names, and Hurrian names are certainly relics of previous 
centuries, as synchronously Luwian as those of Anatolian linguistic genealogy, 
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there are cases in which a definite historical analysis is not possible. Consider 
for example the name Habiri-, which is of Semitic origin, a foreign name which 
explicitly indicated foreign ancestry. It is attested in the Bronze Age in Hatti and 
could therefore have entered Luwian as a traditional name; however, it could 
also be a Semitic name, since the term habiru is also well-known in Ugaritic. 

Without of course denying the important methodological distinction be-
tween a foreign name and a name that was originally foreign but entered the 
onomastic inventory of a given tradition, it may be concluded that the presence 
of synchronously non-Luwian onomastic material would seem indicative of a 
higher degree of cultural and demographic penetration than might be imagined 
on the basis of the epigraphic conservatism of Iron Age Syro-Hittite kingdoms. 
But this would certainly not be unexpected, given the great fluidity of the Le-
vant and Southern Anatolia after the political changes of the 12th century BCE. 
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